
Robert Smith
Filmmaker

Phone  (123) 456 78 99
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website : www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/qwikresume

Address: 1737 Marshville Road, Alabama

SUMMARY

Looking for an opportunity to work as a grocery or department store stockman for a reputable 
company. . Cultivate and maintain positive and productive relationships with all contacts through 
solid interpersonal and communication skills.

SKILLS

CSS, HTML, Marketing, SEO, Web Design, Javascript, Adobe, Final Cut Pro, Java, Microsoft Office, 
Economic Modeling, Python, Java, Brand Development, Market Research, Marketing, Written 
Communication, Oral Communication, Cooking, Drupal.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Filmmaker
ABC Corporation  2013 – 2015 
 Worked as a screenwriter, producer, and director on the multi-award-winning, no-budget 

horror anthology &quot;Night Whispers.&quot;
 Worked on everything from traditional narratives to commercials, documentaries, and avant-

garde films.
 Experienced as a grip, screenwriter, producer, editor, director, production manager, and post-

production supervisor.
 Worked as a director and videographer on numerous non-profit commercials.
 Film group that creates both comedic and dramatic films and shorts.
 Collaborate with graphic designers and editors to create comprehensive marketing campaigns

for online uploads.
 Coordinated with 3 different refugee families from 3 different countries for interviews.

Filmmaker
Delta Corporation  2012 – 2013 
 As a filmmaker, Ive worked as a screenwriter, producer, and director on the multi-award-

winning, no-budget horror anthology &quot;Night Whispers.&quot; Im .
 Have a wide stylistic range, working on everything from traditional narratives to commercials,

documentaries and avant-garde films.
 Im experienced as a grip, screenwriter, producer, editor, director, production manager, and 

post-production supervisor.
 Ive worked as a director and videographer on numerous non-profit commercials throughout 

western North Carolina.
 Film group that creates both comedic and dramatic films and shorts.
 I own and operate my own business and every aspect involved in it.
 Learn all the aspects on how to operate a business.

EDUCATION

BA in Economics and Philosophy - 2011(Wesleyan University)
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